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This is a description, in the form of an annotated sample, of the data fields in a typical
download of Kyote college readiness or practice exam data. The sample, from an October, 2017
practice exam for the Kyote College Algebra Exam, was scheduled and administered through one of the
new Kyote Practice Classes. All references to the school, teacher, and individual students have been
edited so that, for example, the download appears to be from the Muhammed Ali High School1, and
the eighteen students are: Student1 Math1, Student2 Math2, … etc. The four images below are
edited portions of the sample download in which we have attempted to very briefly describe the data in
each column. The reader will note that the column ranges in the third and fourth images have been
compressed. For example, the third omits all columns strictly between AA and BB to avoid repetition in
describing the question data. Similarly, the fourth omits all columns strictly between BE and BW and
those strictly between BZ and CR to avoid repeating descriptions of standards data.
The reader who is familiar with downloads of sessions prior to October, 2017 will note that the
standards data and the standards table have been added. The individual problems on practice exams
and the college readiness reading exam reference the Kyote standards and the standards descriptions
and a table of scores have previously been presented on the individual student submissions. For exams
that reference standards all of that individual data, together with a Standards Table which summarizes
it for the session, is now in the download. The table appears in Columns A-D, below the individual
student data. With it the teacher can gain a snapshot of the collective student facility on each standard,
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At his writing there is no such school in Kentucky.

as measured by the current download. For instance, as seen in the first image below, this group of
students scored 80.56% on the first standard but only 30.56% on the second2.
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The descriptions are compressed in the downloads. Expanding column A will reveal the full text for each.

